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Abstract

Overview

Gammapy is a community-developed, open source Python package for gamma-ray astronomy,

which is built on the scien fic Python ecosystem including Numpy, Scipy and Astropy. It pro-

vides methods for the analysis of gamma-ray data of many exis ng instruments including imaging

atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, such as HESS, MAGIC and VERITAS, water Cherenkov obser-

vatories such as HAWC, as well as space-based observatories such as Fermi-LAT. Gammapy has

also recently been selected as the package of choice for the CTA Science Tools.

Main Features

Star ng from event lists and a descrip on of the specific instrument response func ons (IRF) stored

in an open FITS based data format, Gammapy implements the reduc on of the input data and

instrument response to binned data structures. Thereby it handles the dependency of the data

and IRFs with energy as well as posi on on the sky. It offers a variety of background es ma on

methods for spectral, spa al and spectro-morphological analysis. Counts, background and IRFs

data are bundled in datasets and can be serialised, rebinned and stacked.

Gammapy allows for reduc on and subsequent modelling of binned data using Poisson maximum

likelihood fi ng. It comes with built-in spectral, spa al and temporal models as well as support

for custom user models, to model e.g. energy-dependent morphology of gamma-ray sources.

Mul ple datasets can be combined in a joint-likelihood approach to either handle me-dependent

IRFs, different classes of events or combina on of data from mul ple instruments. Gammapy

also implements methods to es mate flux points, including likelihood profiles per energy bin, light

curves as well as flux and significance maps in energy bins.

Analysis Example I
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Figure 1. TS-maps in two energy bands computed for Fermi-LAT (3FHL) data in the Galac c Center region. The

TS-maps are computed assuming a point-like source morphology and a power-law shaped spectral model with

spectral index of Γ = 2. The example is adapted from the source detec on tutorial.

Install Gammapy

The recommended way to install Gammapy is to download the Anaconda Python distribu on

and then create a new virtual environment from the dedicated conda environment file:

$ curl -O https://gammapy.org/download/install/gammapy-0.18.2-environment.yml
$ conda env create -f gammapy-0.18.2-environment.yml
$ conda activate gammapy-0.18.2

For more detailed instruc ons and other ways to install Gammapy see installa on instruc ons.

Gammapy Package and API

Gammapy is structured into sub-packages corresponding to the different data levels and transi ons

between them. Gammapy can be typically used as a standard Python library by impor ng the

func onality from the sub-packages, but there is also a configura on file based high level analysis

API.
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Figure 2. Data flow and sub-package structure of Gammapy. The folder icons represent the corresponding

sub-packages. The direc on of the the data flow is illustrated with shaded arrows. The top sec on shows the data

levels as defined by CTA.

Analysis Example II
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Figure 3. Spectral analysis of mul ple simulated CTA observa ons in the Galac c Center region. The le image

illustrates the reflected regions used for the background es ma on of the spectrum, the right image shows the

es mated flux points with the corresponding likelihood profiles. The example is adapted from the cta data analysis

tutorial.

Science Validation and Analyses using Gammapy

Gammapy is already used for many interes ng analysis of real and simulated data of many different

instruments, such as HESS, HAWC and CTA. The following list highlights a few selected studies

presented at this ICRC 2021:

Survey of the Galac c Plane with the Cherenkov Telescope Array

Revisi ng the PeVatron candidate MGRO J1908+063 with an updated H.E.S.S. analysis

Discovery of 100 TeV gamma-rays from HESS J1702-420: a new PeVatron candidate

Search for enhanced TeV gamma ray emission from Giant Molecular Clouds using H.E.S.S.

The young massive stellar cluster Westerlund 1 in gamma rays as seen with H.E.S.S.

Standardized formats for gamma-ray analysis applied to HAWC observatory data

Gammapy has been validated using public H.E.S.S. data in [1] and has been used for an open and

reproducible multi-instrument analysis of the Crab Nebula in [2]. The valida on of reference results

and performance bechmarks are executed and documented con nuously in the corresponding

Gammapy benchmarks repository on a nightly basis.
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